NO STAFF CUTS TO SCHOOLS! TAKE ACTION THIS SUMMER

Gather at the Taste

Date: Sunday 28 December 2014
Time: 10.30pm – 2.30pm
Place: Near main entrance to the Taste
Purpose 1: To make sure the public realise what is happening to Tasmania’s education system.
Purpose 2: To present a visual image to the media for story.
Purpose 3: To hand out campaign postcards.

Visual images:
1. Parents and children holding placards and buckets asking for donations to fund the Tasmanian education system because our government won’t.
2. A large bin labelled Government Rubbish with literacy, music, sport, language, teachers thrown into it.

If you can commit to helping at a particular time please email margielaw@intas.net.au or toleary@iinet.net.au

Education Rally First Day of Parliament 2015

Date: Tuesday 3 March 2015
Time: 3.30pm – 6pm
Place: Parliament House lawns
Purpose 1: To make sure the politicians realise on their first day back in the House that parents remain concerned about the cuts to education and will not be silent.
Purpose 2: To present a visual image to the media for story.
Purpose 3: To take our kids into the Visitors Gallery to watch the politicians at work.

Visual images:
1. Groups of kids sitting in classroom setting of 30 kids in a class with one teacher out the front of each class. Would be great to have multiple classes.
2. A large bin labelled Government Rubbish with literacy, music, sport, language, teachers thrown into it.
3. Children entering Parliament House to listen to debate.

More information for both actions:
Margie Law margielaw@intas.net.au or 0418 388 423
Teresa O’Leary toleary@iinet.net.au or 0438 369 379